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1. SUMMARY
1.1 Overview
This note covers I2C performance testing of the ezPyro device. The report explains the
important data throughput related considerations involved in I2C communications design
for the ezPyro sensor. The main focus is on the collection of data within the 1ms frame time
(i.e. maximum sampling rate). The question is finding the theoretical limit of the I2C bus on
fast mode plus 1mbit/s and comparing it to the real life implementation. The ezPyro sensor
is compatible with this I2C setting.

1.2 Results
1.2.1

Performance

Configuration

Test

Result

I2C throughput - theoretical
calculation

Reading a 5 channel frame
of data per millisecond

4.5 frames

I2C throughput – ezPyro
API measurement

Reading a 5 channel frame
of data per millisecond

3 frames
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3. I2C PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
3.1 General Considerations
To establish how long it takes for a command to be sent to a particular ezPyro in order to
request a full frame of data we need to consider the cost of an operation on the I2C bus. In
general a simple transaction will use a certain number of clock cycles in the following
manner (Gosh, 2012):
2 clocks for the start condition
1 clock for the stop condition
9 clocks for the address
9 clocks per byte sent or received.
The beginning of a transaction between the MCU and the sensor will require 2+1+9+9 = 21
clocks.
A typical FIFO_READ_ACTIVE operation (Pyreos, LTD, 2017) will recover from the sensor
a packet of sampled data of a maximum of 17 bytes: 3 bytes per enabled channel plus 2
bytes for the frame counter.
The fast mode plus I2C runs at 1 mbit/s or 1000 kHz at top speed. I2C speed varies
according to the length of the transaction. A short transaction will not achieve the maximum
I2C average throughput; a long transaction will get closer to the nominal.

3.2 I2C Calculation
3.2.1

I2C Cost

For this calculation the number of clock periods required for each operation is taken into
account and the number of bytes required for completing the transaction.
Operation

Bytes

Content

setup write

1

ezPyro address

write command

1

FIFO active code

setup read

1

ezPyro address

read response

17

Data

setup write

1

ezPyro address

write command

1

FIFO clear code

setup read

1

ezPyro address

read response

1

result code

Bytes per transaction

24
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From the table we see that a complete transaction to read a full packet of data from the
sensor requires 24 bytes travelling to and fro, between MCU and an ezPyro sensor with all
active channels collecting data at the maximum rate of 1ms.
3.2.2

I2C Throughput

Each byte transmitted or received requires 9 clocks to be delivered, and then we have:
9 * 24 = 216 clocks.
In I2C each operation is marked by a beginning and an end using the bus clock. Two clocks
are required to start and one to stop.
FIFO active read : start + stop = 3 clocks
FIFO clear

: start + stop = 3 clocks

The total numbers of clock cycles required therefore is: 216 + 6 = 222 clock cycles.
Our theoretical I2C clock runs at 1,000,000 clocks per second, during 1ms we have only
1,000 clocks available, so:
1,000 available / 222 required per packet read = 4.50 frames per millisecond.
These 4.50 frames contain information of 20 channels spread across 4 ezPyro sensors.
Based on this calculation we could expect to read a maximum of 20 channels per
millisecond.

3.3 I2C on the Messaging Application
Using the messaging application (API) to configure an ezPyro board with four sensors using
five channels each, the logic analyser was used to capture the transaction.

Figure 1 Logic analyser output at maximum throughput captured data
Figure 1 shows a segment of the I2C communication between the ezPyro sensor and the
MCU. A pair of markers has been set between the beginning and the end of reading a block
of four sensors. The logic analyser shows and elapsed time of 1.03 milliseconds to
complete the operation. The gap between operations is 0.07 milliseconds. The average
clock speed for the I2C, reported by the analyser is 888.9 KHz.
However the GUI application reports a data rate of 464 Hz. When the data is collected into
a CSV file, half of the packets of the sampling are lost. Due to the processing overhead that
takes place between the firmware and the GUI and the time the next sample data becomes
available.
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To achieve the best compromise between number of sensors and maximum number of
channels sampled, several configurations of number of active channels and number of
sensors where tested.
By changing the configuration of the firmware and observing the data rate reported by the
ezPyro GUI 15 channels could be sampled with the following distribution:
Sensor

Channels enabled

1

5

2

5

3

5

4

0

The collected data is shown on the logic analyser below.

Figure 2 Logic capture with no frames lost on the GUI

The first maker reports 0.76 milliseconds for the 15 channels read. Two false reads take
place that the firmware execute as part of the normal execution loop, when there is no data
on the sensors. The last marker shows the gap between reads, when no data is available,
which amounts to 0.25 milliseconds.

3.4 Conclusion: Maximum throughput
From the perspective of collecting data with no frames lost, and transmitting this data to the
existing GUI and the current ezPyro API based firmware can record data from 15 channels
across 3 sensors.
If a mechanism to store the collected data in a separate thread is used then the theoretical
maximum of 20 channels across 4 sensors could be achieved.
There is an overhead due to normal execution of the firmware that limits the number of
channels that can be collected without affecting data collection from the user perspective.
How much can this be improved by optimizing the structure of the current firmware could
be investigated if required.
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4. TEST SETUP
Data was collected using Saleae logic analyser, with the i2c decoder set to 7 bit addresses
(Saleae, 2018).
Special modification to the API and the messaging application.

Figure 3 CCP_init() modification
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Figure 4 main.c modification
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